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SPRINGI978
Editorial

From the beginning ... what does an editor say at 9
o'clock at night after finally emerging from the catacombs of
Monroe Community College? "Where's the sun? It was here
when we came in this morning . Security, security, who turned
out the lights?" . .. It was fall and seventy-five degrees when
the magazine began , and now there 's snow on the ground and
the temperature 's below zero as we finally emerge from
C & K's office .
And the staff view ... Sam Benick head first in a snowbank , and no one would pull him out .. . How do you tell a
teacher who doesn 't like your poetry that it 's been published?
... What do you do with an associate editor that can 't read?
... And how would you like to be stuck with a co-literary
editor with a last name like a pickle? .. . And the other coliterary editor whose name should 've been changed to Frenzy
. . . When your artwork with drawn-on legs walks off , and the
little fire built out of reject copies lasted for three days . .. then
you really know you ' re in trouble .. . The staff has begun
answering the phone even when it isn 't ringing . . . The art
editor has started seeing a psychiatrist, complaining about
dreams of four full-color pages ... And even the student
Senate has started to agree with staff members of C & K . .
The Monroe Doctrine staff who share their office with C & K are
ready to use C & K's staff for newsprint . . . Then there 's
always the advisor , dubbed Henry Kiss inger , who stopped more
wars than Shirley Temple ... It's been an experience .
And on a more serious note , the staff of C & K would like
to thank all contributors to this year 's magazine , and all involved who helped us through another year .
P.S. Sam, you ' re fired . . . again!

Sue Catha/di
Editor-in-Chief
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Parrots and Crackers

We met in the summer
A masquerade in the park for two
Playing to each other 's lines
Like parrots and crackers
We painted the town
Red , yellow , blue
Primary colors and tired cliches
Like parrots and crackers
We loved each other
A phrase that sounded so right
Repeated for an audience
Like parrots and crackers
We drifted apart
You repeated one too many lines
I left you for my own
So what of parrots and crackers
Parrots eats his stale crackers
But the crumbs are all swept away

Diane M . Vetter
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Dorothy Sholes
Pencil

While in an Attic

Weeping stairs rise to silence staring
while ominous 'ossils appear to jump.
Railed ramps cease to gray boxes pairing
age-stained utensils-forgotten tool junk.
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Dark and musty dust holds dead, frozen
air . I stir it, then it drops like rain drops.
Dinge fills each crack and corner web, then
eyes search the rafters, oh my, there's Aunt's clocks!
Wood frames and alabaster nooks lurknot holes I say . A toy , a joy, a sad,
past by my searching glance . Relics work
fond memories-to breathe! Vent's jammed, too bad.
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Harold Dill
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Kevin Kawski
Ink

I was catholic; they were public

I in my blue fur collared coat
And Kentucky Fried tie around my throat
They in their old street urchin browns
Leather gloves and knit masked faces with frowns .
I was catholic ; they were public .
They had iceballs ready to cock my way
I had no protection that freezing cold day.
They flung a white volcanic ball of fire
Which made my red puffy cheeks grow higher.
And it all came back to me while passing
Little boys in the evening harrassing .

Marianne Dunn
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" Moon Rainbow"
Barbara Jenkins
Quilt

A Parting of Lovers

My love , fired
from a bow long forgotten
has fallen short of a bright
and eager target.
The arrow , plucked of feathers,
lies hidden in grasses of sorrow
And a wingless dove
has toppled in another trial flight.
Once more the great black bear ,
taunted by thoughts of spring and
fresh berries , retreats to its cave.
For this winter will surely
Belong.

Thomas Konopka
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William Drojak
Pencil

Untitled

Dreamer mellow plays with me up and down the neck
Together we do chart yet another run
And on , further on through the chords we can't forget
do we go soString fingers melt as one rhythm to the ears of all
who listen glisten
As more still are coming I feel it not far off to the
show now will you show how
Strings fingers melt as one the flurry upon warm sleek
wood it could be so
Sweat pours so sweet again as lights are drawing brighter,
whiter
Mellow me down dreamer relax we so
Mellow me down we go
Back to the foreground of a thousand happy cheers to be
listening glistening
Energy the flow of life transmation into sounds for those
so close
The rising to the echoes on the wind
Please begin, once and again
Mellow me down dreamer relax we go
And

Karl Fergen
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Santa

The first thought that comes to my mind when I think of
Christmas is Santa Claus. But , unlike many other people , I
have seen the light and now realize that Santa Claus should not
be associated with Christmas in this free and democratic society . He should be banned from the United States because I
have discovered that Santa Claus is Russia's oldest , most cunning and deceitful spy .
The most obvious clue which leads me to believe that I've
discovered Santa's true identity is the clothes he wears. The
style of his clothes is definitely derived from the orig inal Siberian uniforms . And the colors red and white are obviously of
Communist origin . The Russians are not dumb people ... they
figured if they used the most indiscrete colors we wouldn 't
notice or suspect Santa as a Communist . As I dug deeper into
this mystery, I was appalled by the new evidence which seemed
to surface to my attention . As we examined the initials of Santa
Claus ' name, we noticed that S.C. did not stand for Santa Claus
but stands for "Strictly Communist. "

i
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Santa's actions are definitely anti-American . The manner
in which he conducts himself in public by giving things away to
people is contrary to the American economic rules of supply
and demand . By Santa's actions of giving things away there is
less merchandise sold in our stores. When there are low sales,
there is less employment and more unemployment and thus we
have a weakened economy . When the economy is weakened
the nation is weak and more vulnerable to Communist
take-over.
The clue which convinced me for sure was also the
hardest to unravel. One day last year I made an undercover spy
mission to Poland and spotted Santa's sled . I was totally
amazed at my discovery because the idea of the reindeers and
sled flying through the air is all part of the ingenious plan to
make Santa Claus look like just a simple fairy tale. But in reality
the reindeer, which incidentally is Russia's national bird, is the
main source of power for Santa's sled. The first reindeer is not
the normal run-of-the-mill reindeer , it is actually a bionic reindeer equipped with the most advanced and sophisticated communication and traveling computers of all time . The red nose
on this rocket powered reindeer is a miniature , but highpowered, antenna. This nose will pick up the most complex
radio wave, which makes it possible for Santa and the head
Communists to communicate without being bugged or interfered with by the CIA .
Last but not least, let's think about where Santa Claus is
apparently supposed to live . The story says the North Pole, but
seriously, we know nobody lives in the North Pole because it's
too cold! ! But there is an inhabitable place on this earth called
Northern Poland!! North Pole for short . Which, incidentally, is a
Communist satellite country and Santa's home .
I know this research has come up with some of the most
radical evidence to convict one of our most sentimental heroes.
But I think it is time the American people came to grips with
reality and unite to permanently exile this villain and Communist
spy before he damages our American economy any more .
Pierre Heroux
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Frank Hampton
Pencil

Kevin Kawski
Pastel
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Painted Eggs

Mike Mingoia
Ink

Hard boiled
everywhere
painted eggs .
Tis the season of flowers.
Blue sky licorice
white sweets , chocolate hares.
Some eggs during the holiday rush
were removed from indoctrination too soon.
And so-they cracked,
under pressure
of brush .
Breaking yoke in many languages .
And all the world was a riot.
And how many martyrs rose from the dead?
Quarts, gallonsrivers of blood
for yesteryears Ieade rs .
Each land had chickens
cackling to be fed.
And all the world was a riot.
And how many martyrs rose from the dead?
Everyman from anywhere lurks under guise.
Virginal white is his cause
So pure in the cross he bears.
They 've all got their favorites ,
nostalgia however
is the only common denominator .
As followers of ghosts of grandfathers fights
continues to paint his eggs and fill bottles with gas
stuffing rags down their wretched necks
Traditions march on in vengeance .
Culture coughs up another souvenier.
AND all the world is a riot
AND how many martyrs shall rise from the dead?

g.a . begin
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Lois Swales
Ink

Pollination

Two little flowers
swaying in the breeze ,
OneyouOne melt seems a teaseIt's hard to accept
the fact that
I' ll never know why
The bee I waited for
Never flew by.

Susan Kean
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Bruce K/auck
Mixed Media

R-Wing Flight

Crumpled paper
whirled into
the white cubical
to be tossed away
Moods, like tumbleweeds,
rolled on
bumpy graveled roads ,
no checkered flags
Pocket watch hands
cyclops eye
numbers in age
like a final New Year's Eve
A music box figurine
picked up
the fist of paper
smoothing edges

Her fingers in touching
released me
like a paper air plane
on an A-Wing flight

Sam Benick
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Mike Faro
Ink

Hawk

How many currents of the wind can break
The fragile line of your flight there above me
This is a perfect moment, and I want no more
Than just to stand in this sunlit air and watch you glide
Slow powered as a star, locked in perpetual orbit
The winged idea that you are can have no end
It must maintain the untouchable stigma of your meaning
And there is the defeat of all romance
And there is the reason that you fly

Mary L. James
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Adriana VanDerWoude
Pencil

Politchen

Gyrating figures
upon
a compass without ,
scintillating forms
over
a dark abyss.
limitless froth
beneath
a kettle supreme,
turbulent seas
within
a glowing infernoall in a dungeon
guarded by men
in white suits! They' re
going to provide
us with nourishment .
Eat, people, eat!

Harold Dill
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Here I Lie

Steve Buckner
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Fred Monti
Pencil

The Final Blast

All the people
Long since dead
Wheelwork moved
A weary head
No one to watch his work ,
The robot gave a careful jerk ,
Destroying the effort of the past ,
And brought to earth the final blast.

Bohdan Balko
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Adriana VanDerWoude
Ink

Little Steps

have not gone far enough
in simple ways .
universes like teeter taters
challenge me to find
equilibrium .
splendor too brilliant to eye
let alone imagine .
so rich at times
i shy away
unable to sample
the smallest of portions .
perhaps children
grasp the unknown best ;
in awe of a chirping bird
perched on a slender bough
swaying
stroking wind like a violin
harmonizing with the roll
of a symphonic storm .
miracles, unpretentious gifts
from the Potter's wheel, churn
in their own time
waiting to be discovered .
in misty tones i hear
little steps
reaching miracles .

7

Sam Benick
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Grazing Eyes at Earth

Sue Foley
Photograph

Patience tends
a flock
of nervous shepherds
while lush lands
lay smock
on workless
forms heard
upon winds
that crop
green amiss
chewed curds
Lamb sheep stands
to mock
with bleat bliss
baa words
Plump wool spends
the clock
grazing eyes
at earth
Blind legions
must trot
for staffish
Lost herd
snow pretends
to chomp
gladly-this
rich curse
Guidance lends
no shock
indifference
Absurd

Harold Dill
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Mr. Eiwin's Solution
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and called out to Biff. "Come down
and play," she squeaked . "I have a
new game. " But again Biff just
shook his head and called down,
"No thanks , not today ."
This continued all day as Bill's
friends came to call on him . Now
the animals were really worried , so
they decided to call a meeting with ,
of course , wise old owl , Mr . Erwin,
to see if he had a solution .
With the sun setting , all the
animals of the valley began to gather
at the base of the tallest tree in the
valley , the home of Mr . Erwin . It
was completely dark now , and Mr .
Erwin woke up and stretched his
huge wings , letting out a piercing
whooo in the silence of the night.
"Oh, wise old owl , please
come down . We must talk to you ,"
squeaked Dodie very timidly for she
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Far off in the land of Lamina
tucked down in the valley in an old
oak tree lived a very bright-eyed
blue bird named Biff. This blue bird
was always exceptionally cheerful;
but he had been feeling rather poorly for the past few weeks, and everyone in the valley had begun to worry
about him .
"Won 't you come out and play ,
Biff? " cawed Blackie the crow up to
the tree . Biff just shook his head and
looked sadly away . So Blackie
ruffled his feathers and flew off .
A few minutes later Dodie , a
pert little field mouse scampered up
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knew owls usually ate field mice .
" Whooo 's there?" Mr . Erwin
hooted .
" It 's the animals of the valley ,
and we must talk to you, please? "
cawed Blackie .
"Well , alright , but one moment
please, " Mr . Erwin replied .
With another stretch, he ambled to the edge of the hole in the
tree and swooped gracefully downward . "What is all the commotion
about? Hmmmm?" which is very
difficult for an owl to say.
Blackie stepped forward and
explained the situation with Biff and
how worried they all were . The old
owl scratched at the ground and
listened pensively. When Blackie
had fin ished , the animals looked
at Mr . Erwin and waited in silence
for his reply .

Mr. Erwin just kept scratching
at the ground and blinked his wide
old eyes . Then finally he spoke. " It
seems to me that Biff is lonely,"
hooted the owl ,
"But how could he be lonely?
He has us, " cawed Blackie stiffly .
" No , no , he is lonely for a
mate ; you must find him a female
blue bird, " replied Mr . Erwin.
Cries of " Oh my, we never
thought of that! " and " Yes, that
must be the solution " went through
the crowd . Dodie and Blackie
thanked Mr. Erwin, and the owl
hooted and flew upward and out of
sight. "Then that is what we will
do," squeaked Dodie to Blackie.
The animals slowly returned to
their homes because they knew that
daybreak would bring much to do.
Very early the next day , before
most of the animals had risen,
Blackie and Dodie set off to look for
a female blue bird . All day long they
searched , traveling far off away
from the safety of their own valley .
They were about to give up and
were resting against a log before
they returned home when they saw
her. She was beautiful. She had
sleek tailfeathers and flew with
grace and ease .
Blackie jumped up and spread
his straight black wings to join her.
"Oh , do come and talk to my friend
and I for a moment , miss ," he
cawed at the beautiful bird .
" Well , for a moment maybe, "
she replied in a soft voice . They
glided down to the log where Dodie
awaited anxiously and explained
about Biff .
"I would be happy to meet him
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if it would help. " she cooed.
" What is your name , miss? "
Dodie asked .
" I am Mirelda, " the bluebird
replied .
" Then let us go . Climb on my
back , Dodie, and we'll fly home ,"
Blackie said .
The flight home seemed so
much shorter than the search , and
they chattered happily as they flew .
They stopped at Biff's tree and
paused to rest just beneath it. " I
hope this works, " Dodie squeaked
and Blackie shook his head in reply .
'' Biff , come down. We have
someone for you to meet ," Blackie
cawed excitedly . Biff peered down ward , not really interested in any new
acquaintances the way he felt . Then
he saw her' and looked again in awed
disbelief. She was the most beautiful
creature he had ever seen . He
ruffled his feathers and stroked them
until they glistened, and he flew
down to the ground.
No introductions were necessary , for as soon as he landed next
to Mirelda, they began to smile at
each other and slipped off quietly .
Now , at this point Biff and
Mirelda decided to marry, and of
course Biff was never sad again .
There was always happy singing and
bustling at Biff and Mirelda's oak
tree .

Monique Delettrez
Pencil
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Unlit

You almost knew me on a white wintery night
Cold, wet , shaking at your door
Leaving darkness behind for a while
For comfort, warmth and light
You gave me tea , an unlit candle
For warmth against winter's storm
With only your tea and unlit candle
I fade in the darkness of a cold winter's morn
Remember me, the day will come
When the sun is shining and warm
Remember the tea , the unlit candle
A stranger alone in a cold winter storm

Safety in Gift Giving
Jerome Morris

I always give my aunt plastic flowers,
on any day acknowledgements are required.
One time I gave chocolates ,
but they had melted
and it ruined her life.

g.a . begin
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Bruce Klauck
Markers

Filing

Putting people
In little boxes,
Labled
Love r,
Friend (with subheading for all occasion .)
I was taught
"One to a box."
But I am greedy,
And confused,
And the people
Bulge from the crowded boxes .
The !ables are torn,
And illegible,
And misplaced .
Friends become lovers;
Lovers become friends.
The people have escaped ,
But the empty boxes
Haunt me like hollow ghosts
From when the world was
Neat.

Lou Ann Gerken
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Gene Hrynczyszyn
Photograph

Triumph

Unfolding in november skies
As thick-lipped clouds are parting.
And morning tears , this coldness dries
Are clinging to a lightening.
A beacon reaches to my sight
And island sands are singing
That glisten from your holy light
To send reflections winging.
So dark may close around our years
And sound of time be pressing ,
But wait until december hears
of dawns we are possessing .

Joe Lancaster
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Mike Faro
Pencil

" Alice at Seven"
Mary L. James
Pastels
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Ralph Esposito
Photograph

Scratchwork Kilt

Simple light evenin '-music and love
Wordspokensolitude---smile for a while
And talk asforandon--you did go on
Further into mind and the things that you find
Moresumthanothersl ---know I said I said
Weight conversation no vocal yet so loud
Listentomehearingwhatsayl----don 't know
Hours past one, two, three more not enough
Tofindoutwhatisforbeing--- me oh , and you?
Tears cried almost I inside you went
Passage deep further yet---ohh , well well well
Talk eye on mine hand here and weak
Still maybe so ldoonknowcouldsaymaywelliscould
not say so there or here
Unwindthemind disclosure is so long I know
Time came and went and I did so
Too--

Karl Fergen
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Kevin Kawski
Pencil

To My Dad

You fought so hard,
so long.
You held on long after
the wiser men
gave up hope .
You were so determined
to win
one more time ,
to beat it back
to death's own corner,
to smash it.
You did all you could
and always much more than that .
This time your foe
was older .. .
stronger .. .
and less honest
than you.
You finally
allowed yourself
to sleep ...
You taught me much
about living ,
that way.

Debby Lemcke
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Mary L. James
Pastels

Odyssey Astray

Organdy and girlish pleasure
Gaming with their friends
The bloom of maiden heather
Too swiftly grows and ends
Vernal nomads , warrior like
Bearing swords at waist
Saddles dressed with thrill and might
With hoder ride in haste
Idle vortex , animate season
Clouds a mountain trail
Amorous consummation, lost to reason
Till what is lost is hailed

Brett Hawkes
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A Mindful Awakening

Distantly
aware of his presence,
awaiting
a particle of hope
not approaching my direction.
Darkness upon lightness,
awakening upon sleep,
the awareness of change .
To experience but once,
not re-occuring
within life's borders,
an optical illusionist
of words and time
not fading from vision
like stars at daybreak.
An unfamiliar sensation
daring me to continue,
an unending dream
of complete understanding,
to not be destroyed
by the power of man .

Nancy Leder
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